Make Creation Placemats















You will need one piece of poster board, construction paper, crayons and contact paper.
Cut the poster board in fourths. Help your child decorate one place mat for each of day of
creation.
For the first day have your child start with a white place mat and cover half of it with
black construction paper. Once he is finished label the mat Day 1.
For the second day, flip over the mat from Day 1 and let him cover the bottom one third
with dark blue paper (the waters) and cover the top two thirds (the sky) with light blue
paper. Help your child cut and glue clouds in the sky. Again, label the mat Day 2.
For the third day cover an entire new mat with green paper, then draw flowers and trees
on the mat or gather leaves from outside and glue them to the mat. Be sure to label the
mat, Day 3.
Flip over Day 3 to create the fourth day. For this day, have your child replicate a day one
mat, but draw a yellow sun for the day and a white moon for the dark. Lastly label this
side of the mat Day 4.
For day 5, start a new mat and replicate a day two mat but add bird stickers to the sky,
fish stickers to the waters and label Day 5.
For day 6, flip over the day 5 mat. Help your child cut out magazine pictures of animals as
well as a man and a woman and glue them to this side of the mat which is labeled Day 6.
For day 7, help your child draw a picture of a smiley face since God was pleased. Flip
over this mat and write Genesis 1:1.
Lastly, Cover each side of each mat with contact paper or laminate, trim the edges and
use as placemats.

